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INTRODUCTION. 
From the very beginning of the CEA up to now, a great deal of work has been 
devoted to the development and utilization of research reactors in France 
for the needs of fundamental and applied research, production of radio
isotopes and training. 

In recent years, new reactors were commissioned while others were decommis
sioned . Moreover some of the existing facilities underwent important modi
fications to comply with more severe safety criteria, increase the experimen
tal capabilities or qualify new low-enrichment fuels for research reactors 
(Osiris and Isis). 
This paper summarizes the recent evolution of the French research reactor capa 
city , describes the licensing process, the main safety criteria which are 
taken into consideration,and associated safety research. 
At the end, a few considerations are given to the consequences of the 
Usiris core conversion. 

RESEARCH REACTORS IN FRANCE. 
2.1. 
Table 1 presents the list of research reactors still or nearly in operation 
in France. This list does not include pulsed homogeneous reactors devoted to 
criticality experiments, nor fast neutron reactors such as Harmonie, Masurca, 
Rapsodie which are subject to the same licensing process than the others but 
present particular technical features which are not discussed here. 

Some indications are given such as the owner, site, start-up date, maximum 
power, type and fuel enrichment, main purposes. 
From this list, several remarks can be made. 
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2.2. 

All research reactors in operation are owned by the CEA but two : 
- the older is the 100 kw Ulysse traininq reactor owned by the Strasbourg 
University, very similar to the Saclay Ulysse reactor, 
- the other one is the Grenoble High Flux Reactor (called R.H.F.) built and 
operated within an international cooperation framework between the Federal 
Republic of Germany, United Kingdom and France. 

Nevertheless none of these two reactors can be considered as a privately-owned 
facility. 

2.3. 
There has been no real discontinuity in research reactor design and construc
tion work during nearly thirty years : it clearly appears when decommissio
ned research reactors are recalled (Table 2 *) and added to the list of those 
still in operation. Very often, the same physicists and engineers belonging 
to the same teams participated in this work over twenty years. 
Consequently, experience gained was easily usable and improvement of design, 
namely from a safety viewpoint, was a continuous and natural process. 

2.4. 

The experimental needs have changed along years and the facilities are practi
cally all different : 
Triton and Mel usine were at the beginning two 2 MW -pool reactors with many 
common features. Both were transformed to respond to particular needs. Even 
the two Ulysse reactors have also a few differences for economical or safety 
reasons. There is a general trend to specialize research reactors (safety, 
fundamental research mainly). 

2.5. 
The more recent reactors in operation have various fuel enrichment and fuel 
technologies. In Cabri and Phebus specific needs imposed a rod geometry'and 
use of low enriched uranium. As well known, Osiris and Isis have now U0£ 
plates (Caramel). 

.../ 

* Decommissionned critical experiments are not mentioned here (Cesar, 
Aquilon, Alizé etc...) 



A large experience has been gained for years.and progress in regulation is 
clearly apparent when considering the successive safety reports. However 
codiîication was not deemed up-to now neither necessary nor useful : 
not necessary because the work has been performed in a "or.e contractor-one 
client " basis, without competition , not useful because sometimes codifica
tion curbs progress. 

As it will be seen in the following, progress in safety criteria did exist 
and a coherent set of rules can now be set-up. 

LICENSING PROCESS. 

3.1. 

Research reactors have the same licensing process as power reactors. Same 
laws and same organizations are applicable to all nuclear installations, 
from the critical facility to the large plants. 

We can summarize this process as follows : 

3.2. Organization. 

The licensing of nuclear installations is the reponsibility of the "Ministère 
de l'Industrie" and more particularly of its "Service Central de Sûreté des 
Installations Nucléaires" (SCSIN). The setting up of the SCSIN satisfies a 
need to clearly separate the role of the State, as a promoter of nuclear 
power, and tnat of the Administration, as protector of the public safety 
and of the environment. The Administration, in fact the Ministry of Industry, 
is responsible for the laying down and implementation of a general policy, 
the organization and overall coordination of " : resulting activities, the 
preparation and enforcement of Regulations, the licensing procedures for 
nuclear installations, the inspection operations etc... 

The CEA'S "Institut de Protection et de Sûreté Nucléaire " (*) provides techni
cal assistance to the SCSIN. In particular, the "Département de Sûreté 
Nucléaire" (DSN) of this Institute performs safety analyses which are used : 

.../ 

(*) The CEA, a public establishment of scientific, technical and industrial 
nature is- amongst other things - responsible for "proposing measures apt 
to ensure the protection of persons and property and contributing to their 
implementation "within a framework laid down by the Ministry of Industry. 
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- to evaluate the safety arrangements submitted by nuclear instal
lation operators in support of their license application. 

- to define suitable safety related prescriptions accompanying licenses 
issued by the Administration. 

(*) A "permanent group" of experts and civil servants nas been established 
to study the technical safety problems raised by the construction, start-up, 
operation and shut down of nuclear reactors. The "permanent group" 
is consulted by the Head of the SCSIN as to the safety of every nuclear reactor 
and, namely,examines the safety reports and operating rules proposée by the 
operator. 

3.3. Conmissionning . 

We shall not describe in detail the licensing process of a new research 
reactor, which involves public inquiries, advice of many Ministries and concer
ned administrations, several examinations by the "Permanent Group" etc... 

From the operator point of view, t.-.c process is rr.air,ly characterized by 
the issuance of three safety reports : 

- the "preliminary safety report", delivered when askinq for the 
construction perr.it, before any specific work is carried out on the site. 

The preliminary report states the intentions; it gives a general 
description of the reactor and sets out the general safety rules and 
criteria to be complied with, 

- the "provisional safety report", delivered at the latest six months 
before the first loading of the reactor. At that time, the reactor is 
practically completed, and the report sets out how the installation is 
actually achieved. Provisional general rules of operation and a program 
of start-up tests are joined, 

- the "final safety report", usually presented after about one year of 
operation, takes into account the experience acquired and embodies : 

. the results of the tests, 

. the possible modifications of the installation, 

. the final general operating rules. 

The indicatory plan of the safety reports is given in Annex.Radioactive 
waste releases give rise to a particular parallel procedure vith a 
preliminary study, a public inquiry, and a ministerial authorization. 
In fact, continuous discussions are held between the applicant and the licen
sing experts who may send inspectors to verify at all stage, the compliance 
with the regulation in force, and with the rules and standards proposeu 
in the Safety reports. 

(*) appointed by the Minister of Industry. 

http://perr.it
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The preliminary Safety report and the associated application lead to a 
Decree of Creation signed by the Prime Minister. 
The provisional safety report leads to an Authorization of Leading, signed 
by the Minister of Industry. The final safety report leads to an Authoriza
tion of Operation, also signed by the Minister of Industry. 

3.4. Modification of a research reactor. 
A research reactor is more subject to modifications than a power plant : 
the research program cannot be specified a long time in advance, experi
mental devices have to be periodically up-dated and consequently, research 
reactors are designed as flexible tools, to the maximum possible extent. In 
the past, most swimming pool reactors have undergone xocifications 
such as power increase (2 to 8 MW for Melusine, 15 to 35 MW for Siloé, 
50 to 70 for Osiris etc..) change in configurations, type of fuel and 
so on. Any modification having consequences on the Safety has to be approved 
of by the licensing authority. However, various situations may be encountereu, 
and practically, it appeared necessary to handle the problems differently 
depending on the importance of the modification. Three cases can be considered : 

- slight modifications : For CEA reactors, an internal CEA Commission 
de Sûreté des Piles(CSP)(*]has received delegation from the SCSIN to deal with 
the following problems : 

. modification or.substitution of equipment having no safety in-
vol/ement, 

modification of the core configuration and of fuel storage 
conditions, 

introduction cf ncv: sxperinental devices, including putting a proto
type loop into service. 
The operator informs the CSP President of every new experimental device. 
It reports authorization directly to the SCSIN. 

- Important modifications : The SCSIN considers whether a new Licen
sing procedure and a new Decree have to be asked for or not(«). If no 
decree is needed relevant modifications to the Safety Report have to be 
delivered in due time prior to execution of worK. The new design is examined 
by the Saf^y experts v;rio propose reconr.endations. Execution of work, 
start-up tests and new general operating rules are also examined by safety 
experts. The SCSI!'! autz-re-i^s tha successive steps. 

Converting the Osiris core from high enriched uranium to low enriched 
Caramel fuel was considered as falling under this category of modification. 

(*) Reactor Safety Commission '"' 
(**) For exemple, a new Decree was necessary to transform the Pégase Reactor 

at Cadarache, into an irradiated fuel storage facility. 



It is also to be noted that safety re-assessments are often performed 
at the request of the Safety Authorities and that a few modifications 
can be required , in order to comply with new safety rules, or to tane 
account of recent incidents. 

SAFETY CRITERIA AND RELATED SAFETY RESEARCH. 
An extensive research program has been carried out in many fields 
and can only be summarized in this report : 

4.1. 
In the th£nnajhhydjrau2ic field correlations have been qualified on many out-of-
pile loops working Tn aTl ranges of pressure, temperature and power 
density encountered. A few accidental conditions were reproduced in the Cabri 
reactor (first version with U-Al plates). The new criteria,considering a 
fly-wheel rupture of one pump after a loss of the main electrical supplies 
are much more severe than chose formerly considered. 

4.2. 
A great consideration has been given to the maximum credible neactiy_ity_a£ci/ient. 
Except when an intrinsic reactivity limitation does exist (for instance in 
the Ulysse training reactors) an explosive Borax-type accident is assumed. 
The criteria are to keep the core remnants flooded and not to damage the 
containment. 
Simulations of the accident wsre conducted or. various n:ock-ups (Pégase, 3;.F, 
Tricon, Osiris, Orphée etc..) after perfecting the relevant nethods (pyrotechni-
cal or vapor). Two goals were aimed at : 

- to ensure the water tightness of the pool (several technical 
solutions are possible such as protecting the concrete from the pressure wave, 
interposing safety valves on horizontal beams, e t c . ) . 

- to ensure that the vertical water jet does not damage the hall roof (by 
providing sufficient distance for example between the pool level and the roof). 

Taking account of BORAX accident has many consequences on the reactor design. 
Preventive actions are strongly recommended to limit its probability of occurren
ce (Fuel handling is specially looked at) but this accident is not considered 
as incredible. 



4.3. Consequences of a pipe-break. 
The applicant must prove that the core keeps flooded by passive means. 

4.4. Fuel integrity. 
Reactor operation is not allowed with failed fuel, even when a closed 
primary circuit is concerned (D2O reactors). Water activity is permanently 
monitored and setting-up of delayed-neutron detectors is recommended. No 
automatic safety action is usually required. 

4.5. Radioactive releases in the containment. 
Even though Borax-type accidents can be intrinsically avoided, two causes of 
fission product emission have to be considered in pool-type reactors : 

- failure of an experimental devico cor.tair.ing fissile samples, 
- partial water flow blockage in the core due to a foreign material 

(plastic sheet e t c . ) . 
Consequently, it is very important to assess the fission product retention 
factor of water at the time of the accident and later on. A larqe experimen
tal program was carried out at the end of the 60's on fission product 
behaviour in water, resulting in adoption of standard values of emission 
rates of noble gases and halogens. In particular a high retention rate of 
iodine was evidenced. 

4.6. Protection of personnel and population. 
Various measures are required to protect the operating staff and the 
population from an important fission product release in the reactor hall: 

- sufficient shielding between the reactor hall and the control 
room has to be achieved, 

- sufficient tightness of the reactor hall has to bo achieved 
(access by air-lock systems e t c . ) . 

- Iodine traps and absolute filters have to be installed on the emergen
cy ventilation systems. Periodically, tests are to be performed to check 
their efficiency. 

4.7. External events. 
Hazards due to external events are taken into account in the desiqn. 
Research reactors have to resist earthquakes and air-plane crashes (beyond 
the probability threshold of 10"^per year). For exemple the ORPHLE reactor 
is built with a cylindrical containment in concrete withstanding to the 
LrAR-JET crash. 

.../ 



s. 
4.8. General rules. 
General rules in force for power reactors have been progressive^ adapted 
and adopted for research reactors : quality control, quality a'.urance, 
electrical standards, fire protection etc... 

As a conclusion, it can be said that a complete set of codes and standards is 
now applicable to research reactors. 

OSIRIS core conversion. 

Work relative to the OSIRIS core conversion has been already presented 
and will not be recalled here. As mentioned above, it was not deemed 
necessary to ask for a new Decree, but a new safety report had to be 
delivered by the Operator. Continuous discussions took place between the 
Operator and the Safety Authorities from the beginning of the project up 
to the end of the start-up tests. Special Authorizations were given for 
the loading and the conduct of tests. 

Two categories of modifications have to be mentioned : 
- modifications due to the change of fuel itself, 
- modifications independent of this change, but requested by the Safety 

Authorities to take new safety criteria in account. 
In the first category, it can be made mention of the following : 
- modifications due to the weight of the new fuel (mechanical reinforce 

ment of the storage racks, strengthening of the control rod coupling), 

- modifications due to the new hydraulic characteristics of the core (charac
teristics and number of the primary pumps, increase of the electrical 
power and of the ventilation,flow-rate primary circuit diagram e t c . ) , 

- setting-up of a 2/3 delayed neutron detection system on the primary 
circuit with two thresholds. An automatic shutdown is obtained when the 
second threshold is reached, due to a cladding failure. 

Under the second category, fall the following : 

- Better separation of the control rod electrical supply lines, 
- New design of the storage racks in order to prevent any criticality hazard 

in any air-water media. 
- Automatic stop of the prinary pumps and of the reactor in case of 

pool water level lowering ( due to a large water leakage). 
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The analysis of the Safety Report substantiated that the new OSIRIS desiçn 
and associated operating rules entailed a new safety level at least equivalent 
to the former one. 

6. CONCLUSION. 

Safety of research reactors has been studied in detail and many improvements 
have been brought due to : 

- implementation of a specific experimental program 
- adaptation of safety principles and rules elaborated for power reactors. 

Research reactors in operation in France have been erected within a 22 years 
period. Meanwhile, safety rules have been improved. Old reactors do not comply 
with all the new rules but modifications are continuously made 

- after analysis of incidents, 
- when replacement of equipment has to be carried out, 
- when an important nwdification (fuel conversion for example) is decided. 

Aknowledgements : we are grateful to René JACQUEMART (SCSIN) for his advice 
in the drawing up of this report. 
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L'organisation de la Sûreté Nucléaire en France (Information note n' 32, 
June 80 , Ministry of Industry). 



T A 0 L E I 
FRENCH RESEARCH REACTORS IN OPERATION 

Name 

MEDIS I NE 
TRITON 

M'iaiDE 

ULYSSE 

SIUiL 

SILOEUE 

EOLE 

ISIS 

OS UMS 

ULYSSl 

Ri If 

CAHRI 

MIMRVI: 

WlLlHIS 

SCARABEE 

UP PI il i: 

Owner 

CE.A . 

C E . A . 

C E . A . 

C E . A . 

C E . A . 

C E . A . 

C E . A . 

CE .A . 

CE .A . 

Univers i ty 

ILL ( I ) 

C E . A . 

C C A . 

CE .A . 

CE .A . 

CE .A . 

S i te 

Grenoble 

lontenay-aux-
Roses 

Saclay 

Grenoble 
Grenoble 
Cadarache 
Saclay 
Sac lay 
Strasbourg 

Grenoble 
Cadarache 

Cadarache (it) 
Cadarache 
Cadarache 
Saclay 

Start-up 
date 

1958 
1959 

1961 
19G1 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1966 
1966 

1971 
1977 
1977 
1978 
1981 
1900 

max.power 

8, MU 
6,5 MW 

0,5 MW 
0,1 MW 

35 MW 
0,1 MW 
0.01MW 
0,0 MW 
70 MW 
0,1 MW 

57 MW 
pulsed 
0,1 kW 
37 MW 
20 MW 
H MW 

• ILL = Institut Max Von U n e - Paul Langevln 
»» Ori<iin.iH.y locatod in I ontrnay-aux-Roses from \{Y>t) to 11)// 

T y p e 
and fuel enrichment 

pool type 

H 20 > 
concrete 

pool type 

Oj.0 or H 20 
Pool type 

M-0 + 
Concrète 

0 ?0 
pool type 
pool type 

U 93X 

various 
U0 2 8ï 

U 93* 

U 93* 
U0 2 62 
Il 93* 
UOj, 2, Kl 
U 93% 

p . r p o s e 

fund.and appl .research .radio-Isotope?', 
fund.and nppl .research .radio- Isotope. 

shielding and radiological research 
training 

fund.and appl, research .radie»-1 SOUHM<«; 
training, appl.research 
critical assembly 
nppl. research 
appl.research .radio-Isotopes 
research 

fund, research 
appl. research (Safety) 
critical assembly 
nppl.research (Safety) 
appl. research (Safety) 
fund, research 



T A B L E II 
CE.A. RESEARCH REACTORS DECOMMISSIONED 

ZOE (EL 1) Fontenay-aux-Roses 1949 - 1974 0,1 MW D20 Unat general research 

EL 2 Saclay 1952 - 1965 2 MW D20 Unat appl.and fund, research 

EL 3 Saclay 1957 - 1579 18 MW D20 U 93% appl.and fund, research 

PEGASE Cadarache 1963 - 1975 35 MW Pool type 
U 93% appl.research 

PEGGY Cadarache 1962 - 1976 0,1 MW Pool type 
U 93% 

mock-up of PEGASE 
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A N N E X 

INDICATORY PLAN OF THE SAFETY REPORTS 
(PRELIMINARY,PROVISIONAL,FINAL) 

VOLUME I - INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL SURVEY 

Chapter I - introduction 
II - Site 

" III - General characteristics- Main technical alternatives 
" IV - Main safety principles 
" V - Summary of the safety analysis : radiological consequences of 

accidents for the site 
" VI - Storage, control and disposal of radioactive wastes 
" VII - Formation and training of the personnel 

Appendices: - Table of characteristics 
- General drawings 
- Maps and tables concerning the site 

VOLUME II - EQUIPEMENT OF THE POWER REACTOR AND OPERATION 

Chapter I - General survey 
" II - Engineering - Buildings 
" III - Nuclear steam supply system and associated safety circuits 

a) Fuel 
b) Reactor primary system 
c) Fuel handling 
d) Associated safety circuits 

IV - Containment and associated safety circuits 
" V - Nuclear auxiliary equipment 

VI - Secondary system 
" VII - General auxiliary equipment 
" VIII - Electrical auxiliary equipment 

IX - Control 
" X - Core physics 

XI - Operation 
Appendices to the previous chapters (*) 

(*) In these Appendices will be collected information concerning Industrial Property. 
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VOLUME III- SAFETY ANALYSIS 

Chapter I - Quality Assurance 
a) General rules of construction 
b) Quality control 

" II - Tests to ascertain that the choices regarding safety are valid 
III - Detailed analysis of safety (prevention, supervision, means 

of action) 
a) Core 
b) Primary system 
c) Pressure vessel 
d) Containment 
e) Handling safety 
f) Secondary circuits safety 
g) Safety of associated f a c i l i t i e s 

" IV - Typical accidents and accidental releases 
V - Health physics 

a) Organization of personnel protection 
b) Control of radioactive releases (EURATOM Plan 16.11.60) 

" VI - Lessons drawn from pré-operational tests 


